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ABSTRACT

Objective. Brown adipose tissue (BAT) is compositionally distinct from white adipose tissue (WAT) in terms of triglyceride and water content. In adult humans, the most significant BAT depot is localized in the supraclavicular area. Our aim is to differentiate brown adipose tissue from white adipose tissue using fat T2* relaxation time mapping and signal-fat-fraction (SFF) analysis based on a commercially available modified 2-point-Dixon (mDixon) water-fat separation method. We hypothesize that magnetic resonance (MR) imaging can reliably measure BAT regardless of the cold-induced metabolic activation, with BAT having a significantly higher water and iron content compared to WAT.

Material and methods. The supraclavicular area of 13 volunteers was studied on 3 T PET-MRI scanner using T2* relaxation time and SFF mapping both during cold exposure and at ambient temperature; and 18F-FDG PET during cold exposure. Volumes of interest (VOIs) were defined semiautomatically in the supraclavicular fat depot, subcutaneous WAT and muscle.

Results. The supraclavicular fat depot (assumed to contain BAT) had a significantly lower SFF and fat T2* relaxation time compared to subcutaneous WAT. Cold exposure did not significantly affect MR-based measurements. SFF and T2* values measured during cold exposure and at ambient temperature correlated inversely with the glucose uptake measured by 18F-FDG PET.

Conclusions. Human BAT can be reliably and safely assessed using MRI without cold activation and PET-related radiation exposure.

© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Brown adipose tissue (BAT) is fat tissue characterized by a higher water and lower triglyceride content, as well as higher number of intracellular lipid droplets and mitochondria relative to white adipose tissue (WAT) [1]. BAT may be activated for instance by cold exposure to generate heat [2,3]. BAT is prevalent in newborns and in childhood with increasing activity until adolescence [4], but prevalence gradually decreases with age [5]. There are two different types of BAT in humans: infants have “classic BAT” in the interscapular area, while adults seem to have “inducible thermogenic BAT”, which is also known as beige or brite fat derived from the same adipogenic lineage as white adipocytes [6,7]. The cells can take on the appearance and function of BAT upon prolonged stimulation by cold, but the process can also be reversed. Thus adult human BAT contains a mixture of brown and white adipocytes at different stages [8], and as a result the tissue triglyceride content is a continuous spectrum. These properties make accurate definition and differentiation of BAT from surrounding tissue very challenging.

The most prominent BAT depot in adult humans is localized in the suprascapular area [9,10]. Decreases in BAT mass and activity may have a role in the development of obesity and diabetes in adulthood. Human BAT is highly insulin-sensitive [11] and BAT metabolic activity measured by 18F-FDG PET correlates positively with whole-body insulin sensitivity [12] and inversely with total body fat [3].

The in vivo localization and activation state of BAT can be assessed by 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG), a radiolabeled analog of glucose used as a tracer in positron emission tomography (PET) [13,14]. Although considered a noninvasive method, 18F-FDG-PET/CT imaging involves intravenous injection of radioactive tracer, as well as additional radiation exposure due to CT. Furthermore the cooling procedure needed to metabolically activate BAT for 18F-FDG-PET examination is lengthy and uncomfortable. 18F-FDG-PET has the specific ability to quantify metabolic activity in BAT, while MR imaging can reliably measure BAT regardless of the activation state, with BAT having a significantly higher water content compared to WAT [15]. MR imaging methods that have been used to examine BAT include water saturation efficiency measurement [16], blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) functional MRI (fMRI) [17], SFF analysis of mDixon images [16–22], T2* relaxation time mapping [17,18,20] and single-voxel proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H MRS) [15,23].

mDixon is a commercially available method [24,25] that uses a gradient echo (GRE) pulse sequence to acquire a conventional field echo image with water and fat signals in different phases relative to another. A water-only image and a fat-only image can be generated from these images, and subsequently those can be used for constructing SFF maps, showing the fat/water percentage and allowing direct image based water and fat quantitation. Brown adipose cells contain more water and less lipids than white adipose cells, and BAT is also more vascular tissue than WAT. These contribute to the lower SFF in BAT compared to WAT [15].

T2* relaxation time represents the transverse magnetization decay, caused by a combination of spin–spin relaxation and local magnetic field inhomogeneity [26]. Brown adipocytes have more mitochondria than white adipocytes. Also, blood perfusion and oxygen consumption in BAT increase when the tissue is stimulated [27], and consequently BAT has higher levels of deoxyhemoglobin. Mitochondria and deoxyhemoglobin are both rich in iron, which contributes to the lower T2* relaxation time in BAT.

1.2. Rationale

In this study our objective is to study BAT using SFF and T2* relaxation time mapping during both cold exposure and at ambient conditions. The specific aims of this study are as follows: (1) measure BAT, WAT and muscle SFF and T2* values, (2) correlate SFF and T2* measurements with 18F-FDG-PET, and (3) examine the effect of cold exposure on SFF and T2* measurements.

2. Methods

2.1. Ethical Approval

The study protocol was reviewed and approved by the ethics committee of the Hospital District of Southwest Finland. Study subjects were recruited with newspaper or electronic board advertisements, and each gave written informed consent prior to the examinations as recommended by the Declaration of Helsinki.

2.2. Study Design

Subjects were first interviewed and screened by a licensed physician to exclude subjects with diabetes. Subjects with normal glucose tolerance (serum fasting plasma glucose less than 5.6 mmol/l and a 2-h oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) with 75 g glucose intake with plasma glucose less than 7.8 mmol/l) were included (n = 13). The age range was 19–55, mean age 32.7 ± 9.9 years. Nine of the subjects were of normal weight (BMI 20.3–24.7 kg/m²), three were overweight (BMI 25.0–31.5 kg/m²) and one was obese (BMI 31.5 kg/m²). Both genders were studied (6 F/7 M).

The subjects were exposed to cold conditions prior to the first examination to metabolically activate BAT, as previously described [27]. Before being positioned in the scanner for the cold-exposure scan, the subject, while wearing light clothing, spent 120 min lying on a bed with a water circulated cooling blanket (Blanketrol III, Cincinnati Sub-Zero, Cincinnati, OH, USA) beneath the trunk and legs and a similar blanket on top of them. The temperature of the water inside the blanket was first set to +5 °C and then adjusted accordingly in order to achieve non-shivering thermogenesis by raising the temperature of the blankets in case of the subject shivering. During the 3 T PET-MR scan cold exposure was maintained by placing cold packs around the lower extremities of the subject. All scans were obtained in the morning, during the months from September to April. The mean time between the scans on each individual was 24 ± 27 days. The subjects were advised to fast overnight and to...
avoid exercise for 24 h and ingesting alcohol or high-fat meals for 72 h prior to the examination. Room temperature was maintained at approximately 22 °C [27].

2.3. MRI and 18F-FDG-PET Measurements

MRI scans were conducted both during cold exposure and at ambient room temperature conditions without specific preparations using a Philips Ingenuity 3 T PET-MR scanner (Philips Healthcare, Cleveland). The MR examination was performed using a two channel whole body RF coil for excitation while signal was measured using a 32 channel cardiac coil. Both MRI and PET measurements were performed in all subjects in the supraclavicular and neck area (Fig. 1).

The first imaging session started with cold exposure, followed by a dynamic 18F-FDG-PET examination. Blood glucose was measured previous to the PET exam as well as every 60 min during the imaging. 18F-FDG was synthesized in accordance with the standard manufacturing procedures of the Turku PET Centre. A batch of 18FDG was only released for use if the standard operating procedure had been followed and the radiochemical purity exceeded 90%. An intravenous injection of 18F-FDG (185 MBq) was given into the antecubital vein, and a dynamic scan with variable frame lengths (40 min; 4 × 30 s, 1 × 60 s, 1 × 120 s, 3 × 300 s, 2 × 600 s) of the neck and upper thoracic region was performed. After acquisition the resulting dynamic data were reconstructed. During this process the numerical PET data (i.e. number of counts per detection channel) were converted to PET images. All emission scans were reconstructed with iterative ML-OSEM reconstruction, resulting in a transaxial spatial resolution of about 5 mm in the field of view. The matrix included 128 × 128 pixels. The data from the transmission scans were used to correct the corresponding emission scans for photon attenuation. Furthermore, the PET data were corrected for decay, scattered radiation and random coincidences. The summation images of the dynamic PET images were made to obtain a better statistical reference for the co-registration with MRI images.

In the same session, using the same scanner, the following MRI sequences were performed: A modified 2-point Dixon sequence (mDixon) was used to provide anatomical reference

![Fig. 1](image-url) – MR and 18F-FDG PET imaging. VOI was drawn semiautomatically on left supraclavicular fat depot. All the MRI measurements and the glucose uptake measured on 18F-FDG-PET were calculated using the same VOI. SFF map calculated from mDixon images (A). 18F-FDG-PET glucose uptake image (B) and fat T2* relaxation time map of the left side (C) fused with the SFF map for anatomical reference.
in the neck and body area and for calculating SFF maps. The mDixon sequence was an FFE 3D based sequence with TE1 = 1.07 ms, TE2 = 1.9 ms and TR = 3.1 ms. Voxel size was 1.75 mm × 2 mm × 1.5 mm and 133 slices were collected with an acquisition time of 16 s. Scans were performed using axial, coronal and sagittal slice orientations. No breath-hold was used.

Fat and water suppressed multi-echo flyback FFE3D scans were performed to obtain T2* maps separately for water and fat. SPIR was used to suppress signal from either fat or water to obtain signal decay free of fat–water resonance frequency difference modulation. TR was 70 ms and the first TE 1.15 ms. Ten echoes with an echo spacing of 1.1 ms were collected. Flip angle was 20° and two averages were collected with voxel size 2 mm × 2 mm × 3 mm. Number of slices was 10 and SENSE factor 2 in anteroposterior direction. Total scan duration was 2 min 56 s. No breath-hold was used. The MRI scan obtained in warm conditions was performed on a separate day, with the use of the same MRI scanning protocol, except for no 18F-FDG-PET examination or cold exposure before or during the procedure.

2.4. Image Post-Processing

T2* relaxation maps were calculated with OsiriX v.6.0.2 software (Pixmeo, Geneva, Switzerland). SFF was calculated from the ratio of fat signal to the summed water and fat signal and analyzed using commercial Philips software on the MR scanner console. The image series were visually examined by an experienced radiologist to ensure the quality of the data. Volumes of interest (VOIs) were drawn on semiautomatically including the whole anatomical supraclavicular fat depot using the Carimas 2.9 software package (Turku PET Centre, Turku, Finland). The volume of the VOI depended on the size of the subject and the relative size of the supraclavicular fat depot (mean 29.2 ± 9.2 cm² after cold exposure, 29.2 ± 10.6 cm² at ambient conditions). A rough 3D VOI was drawn on SFF images using the sphere tool of Carimas which was subsequently edited with the vertex function, taking great care to avoid the lungs, the subcutaneous fat and the bone marrow. After that, the ROI was automatically cropped using the histogram tool in Carimas, with the threshold of 50%–100% SFF. The resulting 3D VOI was reduced twice in size using the automatic shrink option, to avoid possible contamination of nearby tissues resulting from chemical shift artifacts or small motion artifacts. The 3D VOIs on subcutaneous WAT and infraspinatus muscle were drawn as ellipsoids using the Carimas sphere tool, assuring an appropriate margin in relation to other tissues. SFF data, 18F-FDG uptake and T2* maps were co-registered and analyzed with the Carimas 2.9 software package using the VOIs described above.

2.5. Anthropometric Measurements

Waist circumference was measured at the navel level and hip circumference at the major trochanter level. Weight was determined using weighing scales (Seca, Hamburg, Germany) and height with measurement tape. Body mass index was calculated as the weight in kilos divided by the height in meters squared.

2.6. Statistical Analysis

Correlations were performed using Pearson’s correlation with the T2* values, SFF values and 18F-FDG uptake assumed to be continuous variables. Mixed model repeated measures analysis was performed to analyze the possible differences between the examinations acquired during cold exposure and at ambient conditions and to compare the different VOIs (BAT, WAT, muscle) to each other. P values <0.05 were considered significant. Statistical analyses were performed with SAS for Windows version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA).

3. Results

3.1. SFF Maps

SFF studies were performed during cold exposure and at ambient conditions. Regardless of cold exposure, measurements showed a supraclavicular BAT depot containing water and fat, with significantly lower SFF compared to subcutaneous WAT (mean 81.9 ± 4.0% in BAT vs 90.0 ± 2.9% in WAT, p < 0.0001 during cold exposure and 82.3 ± 3.8% in BAT vs 89.1 ± 3.2% in WAT, p < 0.0001, at ambient temperature) (Figs. 1 and 2). Thus, cold exposure did not significantly change BAT SFF (p = 0.62). Cold-induced glucose uptake measured with 18F-FDG-PET correlated with BAT SFF measured both during cold exposure (p = 0.02, r = −0.64) and at ambient conditions (p = 0.02, r = −0.63). The areas with lower SFF (assumed to be BAT) in the supraclavicular fat depot could also be clearly detected visually. SFF of muscle was low both during cold exposure (mean 6.7 ± 1.4% vs mean 81.9 ± 4.0% in BAT, p < 0.00000000001) and at ambient conditions (7.6 ± 2.4% vs 82.3 ± 3.8% in BAT, p < 0.00000000001), and cold exposure had no significant effect on the values (p = 0.40). (Table 1 and 2).

3.2. T2* Relaxation Time Mapping

T2* mapping was performed during cold exposure and at ambient conditions. T2* of BAT differed significantly from that of WAT (15.3 ± 1.1 ms vs 20.7 ± 2.0 ms, p = 0.0001, during cold exposure, 14.8 ± 1.8 ms vs 20.4 ± 1.4 ms, p = 0.0001, at ambient conditions). Cold exposure did not have significant effect on BAT T2* relaxation times (15.3 ± 1.1 ms during cold exposure vs 14.8 ± 1.8 ms at ambient conditions, p = 0.31). T2* relaxation times measured during cold exposure and at ambient conditions both correlated significantly (p = 0.001, r = −0.79 and p = 0.02, r = −0.65, respectively) with BAT glucose uptake measured during cold exposure. BAT had markedly higher T2* time compared to muscle (15.3 ± 1.1 ms vs 28.6 ± 3.4 ms, p < 0.0001 during cold exposure, 14.8 ± 1.8 ms vs 25.6 ± 3.4 ms, p < 0.0001 at ambient conditions). (Table 1 and 2).

3.3. 18F-FDG PET

During cold exposure, 12 of the 13 subjects exhibited supraclavicular BAT activation higher than WAT and adjacent muscle as measured with 18F-FDG-PET. The most prominent glucose uptake in PET images was observed in the supraclavicular fat depot, in several cases continuing in the lateral cervical area.
Supraclavicular (BAT) glucose uptake varied between 3.0 and 32.2 μmol/100 g/min, mean 14.4 ± 8.7 μmol/100 g/min, while WAT uptake varied between 1.1 and 3.4 μmol/100 g/min, mean 3.0 ± 0.3 μmol/100 g/min, and muscle uptake between 1.5 and 3.6 μmol/100 g/min, mean 2.7 ± 0.7 μmol/100 g/min. BAT activity on 18F-FDG PET did not correlate with age (r = −0.31) or BMI (r = 0.11). (Table 1, Table 2)

3.4. The Subject Who did not Exhibit BAT

The one subject lacking BAT activation was 45 years old, the 2nd oldest in this group. He was of normal weight (BMI 22.4 kg/m²), and his blood glucose level was normal, with baseline 5.55 mmol/l and 2 h OGTT 5.85 mmol/l. His BAT SFF (87%, measured both after cold exposure and warm conditions) and T2* time (19.2 ms after cold exposure and 19.7 ms on ambient conditions) were the highest among all volunteers, and actually they were close to SFF (90% and 90%, respectively) and T2* time (20.7 ms and 21.2 ms) of his WAT. We concluded that this subject had no measurable BAT. Curiously, he was also the only one with elevated blood pressure (154/95 mmHg) and blood cholesterol levels (total cholesterol 7.4 mmol/l, HDL-cholesterol 1.5 mmol/l, LDL-cholesterol 5.2 mmol/l and triglycerides 1.4 mmol/l).

Fig. 2 – Cold exposure did not significantly affect MRI-based measurements. T2* (A) and SFF map (B) during cold exposure and at ambient conditions, shown as linear regression model with confidence intervals.

Supraventricular (BAT) glucose uptake varied between 3.0 and 32.2 μmol/100 g/min, mean 14.4 ± 8.7 μmol/100 g/min, while WAT uptake varied between 1.1 and 3.4 μmol/100 g/min, mean 3.0 ± 0.3 μmol/100 g/min, and muscle uptake between 1.5 and 3.6 μmol/100 g/min, mean 2.7 ± 0.7 μmol/100 g/min. BAT activity on 18F-FDG PET did not correlate with age (r = −0.31) or BMI (r = 0.11). (Table 1, Table 2)
We validated SFF and \( T_2^* \) relaxation time mapping measurements of the supraclavicular fat depot in vivo at 3 T, during both cold exposure and at ambient temperature, and results were compared to \[^{18}\text{F}-\text{FDG}\] PET measurements obtained during cold exposure. To the best of our knowledge, there are no previous PET-MRI studies which have compared MR properties and \[^{18}\text{F}-\text{FDG}\]-PET in the same session, using a 3 T PET-MRI scanner. Our results suggested markedly higher water content (and lower fat triglyceride content) in supraclavicular fat as compared to subcutaneous fat WAT. The values on BAT, WAT and muscle differed significantly from each other on SFF maps, \( T_2^* \) maps and \[^{18}\text{F}-\text{FDG}\] PET, as were expected. SFF maps have superior anatomical quality and resolution compared to \( T_2^* \) map or PET images, and indeed it seems that areas corresponding to lower triglyceride content could be assessed visually. Our results suggest that both SFF and \( T_2^* \) maps are robust parameters for measuring triglycerides in activated BAT. In a previous study, where SFF was measured repeatedly with the temporal resolution of 5 min over a total measurement time of 140 min, SFF was found to decrease in BAT during cold exposure[22]. However, their VOIs on assumed most activated BAT were small, the small volume being 1.31 ml, compared to our VOIs which were segmented to contain whole of the supraclavicular fat depot and were about 20-fold in volume compared to theirs.

### Table 1 - Characteristics of the study participants and the correlation to BAT glucose uptake during cold exposure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic (unit)</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Correlation to BAT glucose uptake</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( p ) value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>32.7 ± 9.9</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>72.5 ± 10</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m(^2))</td>
<td>24.4 ± 3.1</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waist (cm)</td>
<td>84.6 ± 9.5</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip (cm)</td>
<td>100.9 ± 7.3</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAT SFF during cold exposure (%)</td>
<td>81.9 ± 4.0</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAT SFF at ambient temperature (%)</td>
<td>82.3 ± 3.8</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAT SFF during cold exposure (%)</td>
<td>90.0 ± 2.9</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAT SFF at ambient temperature (%)</td>
<td>89.1 ± 3.2</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle SFF during cold exposure (%)</td>
<td>6.7 ± 1.4</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle SFF at ambient temperature (%)</td>
<td>7.6 ± 2.4</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAT ( T_2^* ) relaxation time during cold exposure (ms)</td>
<td>15.3 ± 1.1</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAT ( T_2^* ) relaxation time at ambient temperature (ms)</td>
<td>14.8 ± 1.8</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAT ( T_2^* ) relaxation time during cold exposure (ms)</td>
<td>20.7 ± 2.0</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAT ( T_2^* ) relaxation time at ambient temperature (ms)</td>
<td>20.4 ± 1.4</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle ( T_2^* ) relaxation time during cold exposure (ms)</td>
<td>28.6 ± 3.4</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle ( T_2^* ) relaxation time at ambient temperature (ms)</td>
<td>25.6 ± 3.4</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2 - SFF, \( T_2^* \) time and \[^{18}\text{F}-\text{FDG}\] uptake of BAT, WAT and muscle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue</th>
<th>SFF</th>
<th>( T_2^* )</th>
<th>[^{18}\text{F}-\text{FDG}] PET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>ms</td>
<td>( \mu\text{mol/100 g/min} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAT (during cold exposure)</td>
<td>81.9 ± 4.0</td>
<td>15.3 ± 1.1</td>
<td>14.4 ± 8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAT (in ambient conditions)</td>
<td>82.3 ± 3.8</td>
<td>14.8 ± 1.8</td>
<td>14.6 ± 8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAT (during cold exposure)</td>
<td>90.0 ± 2.9</td>
<td>20.7 ± 2.0</td>
<td>3.0 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAT (in ambient conditions)</td>
<td>89.1 ± 3.2</td>
<td>20.4 ± 1.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle (during cold exposure)</td>
<td>6.7 ± 1.4</td>
<td>28.6 ± 3.4</td>
<td>2.7 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle (in ambient conditions)</td>
<td>7.6 ± 2.4</td>
<td>25.6 ± 3.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Previously, BAT has been detected in humans by \[^{18}\text{F}-\text{FDG}\] PET, which requires metabolic activation through cold exposure. This is an uncomfortable and lengthy procedure. MRI availability is better compared to PET imaging, and it involves no radiation exposure. Because of the gradual transition from “classical” BAT to beige or “brite” fat and finally subcutaneous WAT, there is a need for methods to estimate the water and triglyceride content and the anatomy of fat tissue. MR-based sequences such as SFF mapping and \( T_2^* \) mapping seem to be best suited for this purpose. Both MR imaging and \[^{18}\text{F}-\text{FDG}\]-PET have been used to investigate BAT and its association with obesity and insulin resistance.

According to our study, it seems that SFF mapping and \( T_2^* \) mapping can assess BAT independent of cold activation. It has been previously proposed that SFF in BAT would be lower during cold exposure[21,22], due to increased perfusion and thus amount of water in the tissue, and consumption of triglycerides in activated BAT. In a previous study, where SFF was measured repeatedly with the temporal resolution of 5 min over a total measurement time of 140 min, SFF was found to decrease in BAT during cold exposure[22]. However, their VOIs on assumed most activated BAT were small, the mean volume being 1.31 ml, compared to our VOIs which were segmented to contain whole of the supraclavicular fat depot and were about 20-fold in volume compared to theirs. BAT contains a mixture of brown and white adipocytes, and we wanted to take into account the whole volume, not only the strongest activation. Larger VOIs have also been previously used in the literature[21]. It is possible that with larger volume containing both BAT and WAT, the small changes in SFF were not significant because of the averaging effect, and with a larger and more heterogeneous group of subjects there might have been a significant difference. The supraclavicular area is well vascularized[11,27], and previously it has been shown that the changes in SFF during cold exposure probably result from both increased perfusion and lipid consumption[21]. We meticulously excluded the vascular structures while segmenting the fat, so in our study the perfusion effect should be minimized.
Volumes of interest included the whole anatomical supraclavicular fat depot. With our method, we could easily have measured the volume of any given range of SFF or T2* time values. During the time we were planning the layout of the study, there were no set cutoff points in the literature for SFF and T2* values for BAT, and since the results were significant even while we were using the volume of the whole supraclavicular fat deposit, we thought measuring the whole area would be more prudent.

According to our findings, T2* relaxation times of BAT and WAT were slightly higher during cold exposure, but the change was not significant. The T2* values at ambient conditions were in line with previous findings [20,28], when taking into account the age of the subjects. SFF values were overall slightly higher than in previous studies [17,28], but the differences in SFF values measured in BAT and WAT were comparable to previous findings when subject age is taken into account (some of the subjects in other studies were infants). In our study, there was no correlation of BAT 18F-FDG uptake, SFF or T2* values with age or BMI. The reason might be that there was little variation in the weight and the age of the subjects. With a more heterogenous group there might have been a significant correlation.

4.2. Perspective

BAT functionality has been assessed previously via fMRI BOLD signal changes [16] and dynamic T2* imaging [17] during cold stimulation, revealing signal fluctuation, but also large heterogeneity in time signature. In one study, SFF was measured at baseline, after cold exposure and after subsequent short reheating, SFF values decreased slightly [21]. The subjects were not imaged with 18F-FDG PET. A second study, involving five subjects, assessed the volume and function of BAT using SFF mapping at ambient temperature and functional BOLD MRI during cold exposure observing a correlation with 18F-FDG-PET/CT [16], and another study showed fat fraction (triglyceride content) differences between lean and obese children and infants [20]. However, in the latter study results were not correlated with glucose uptake measured by 18F-FDG-PET because of the limitations for using PET in children. A recent study assessed SFF on oncologic pediatric patients with a control group of geriatric patients, demonstrating that SFF analysis is a reproducible imaging modality for the detection of human BAT and suggesting that SFF might be more reliable parameter for BAT than the commonly used PET signal [19]. Interestingly, in contrast to our results, the SFF values of BAT in that study were independent from its metabolic activity measured by 18F-FDG-PET; this may be due to lack of cold exposure in that study, preventing maximal metabolic activation of BAT.

4.3. Implications

Our results suggest that MR imaging methods can, independent of BAT activation, identify supraclavicular fat depot T2* time and SFF, indirect measures of triglyceride content. Thus it is possible to avoid uncomfortable and inconvenient cold exposure and radiation exposure related to 18F-FDG-PET experiments. Further studies are needed to gain more insight into the role of MRI to determine BAT properties and to study the significance of BAT in human physiology and pathophysiology.
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